
Geology Detectives  
Uncovering stories hidden in the earth with relat ive age dating  

Just like detectives, geologists look at clues in rocks to understand what happened in the past and what 

could happen in the future. Before we look at geologic stories, let’s practice our detective skills with a 

“Who Dun It?” activity.  

Last night someone took the last cookie in the cookie jar. We 

know that the last person to leave the scene is the culprit. 

Luckily there are tracks left in the mud. Who was it? What 

happened first and last? Put the letter of each culprit in 

order of what happened next to the numbers below. Clues: 

(a) The Butler walks to work 

(b) The Handyman rides a bike 

(c) The Nephew has a seeing-eye dog 

(d) The Cook rides a motorcycle 

(e) The Maid drives a car 

                            1. ______ 2. ______ 3. ______ 4. ______ 5. ______ 

Great job! You knew that the last person to leave the scene would have stepped on top of the tracks 

that were there before. Just like in this detective activity, geologists have discovered that there are 

certain rules about the way rocks form in relation to one another. Knowing these rules helps us tell a 

story about why things look the way they do and what we might expect to happen next. 

These rules or ‘laws’ were developed by Nicolaus Steno (1638-1686), James Hutton (1726-1797), and 

Charles Lyell (1797-1875). They include the:  

 

Law of superposition – with sedimentary rocks, new layers or 

sediments are always deposited or piled on top of older or pre-

existing layers – just like making lasagna, the bottom layers are put 

down first and are “older” than the top layers. 

Law of lateral continuity – when sedimentary rock layers form, they 

extend out laterally or horizontally – just like how when you pour 

cake batter into a dish it spreads out (is anyone else getting hungry?).  

Law or original horizontality – most sediments get laid down 

horizontally or flat due to gravity – also like cake batter! So, if they’re 

folded or tilted, that happened later or more recently. 

Law of cross-cutting relationships – if rock A cuts or intrudes into 

rock B then rock B is older than A – just like a knife cutting cake, the 

cake had to exist before it could be cut by the knife. 

 

Use these laws to put the different rocks and events in the images above in order of oldest to youngest 

Top image:     1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____6. ____ 7. ____ 

Middle image:     1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____6. ____ 7. ____ 8. ____ 

Bottom image:     1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____6. ____ 7. ____8. ____9. ____ 10. ____ 11. ____ 

 



Below are some real-world examples of cross-cutting relationships from the Grand Canyon in Arizona. 

Can you figure out what happened first in each photo? 

  
1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____ 

  
1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____  

  
 1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____  

  
1. ____ 2. ____ 3. ____ 4. ____ 5. ____6. ____ 


